The purpose of this paper is to study some general properties of matrices which are either positive sub-definite or generalized positive sub-definite or weak generalized positive sub-definite matrix of order two and rank two.
Introduction
The class of positive semi-definite matrices arise a numerous applications in complementarity modeling, mathematical programming, engineering, statistics and management science. In 1969, Martos [3] was the first has introduce and characterize symmetric positive sub-definite matrices (PSBD) as generalization of the class of positive semi-definite matrices. He introduced it in connection with the study of pseudo-convexity and quasi-convexity of quadratic forms on the nonnegative orthant in the context of mathematical programming problems. Just after, and specially, Cottle, Ferland and Schaible studied criteria for these matrices in the same context and obtained some more important characterizations, see [4] .
However, the matrices encountered in various problems are frequently asymmetric. Hence, in 2000, J.-P. Crouzeix, A. Hassouni, A. Lahlou and S. Schaible [5] generalized the notion of PSBD matrices to asymmetric ones. Then after several authors are interested by the generalization of positive subdefinite matrices, like S. Komlosi, S.R. Mohan, S.K. Neogy, A.K. Das, see [6, 2, 7] . They introduce in their several article the definition of generalize and weak generalize positive sub-definite matrices. Interestingly all the definitions those are given on the basis of positive semi-definite matrix are completely found on rank(1) matrix see [8] .
In our previous work [8] we check thoroughly rank(1) matrix. In this paper we concentrated matrix of order two and rank two and we found some important results.
Here is the synopsis of the paper. In section 2 we introduce the notations and provide the relevant definitions used in this paper. In section 3 we give our main results on matrix of order two and rank two.
Preliminaries
We consider matrices and vectors with real entries. Let R n + denote the nonnegative orthant in R n and R n×n denote the set of all n × n real matrices. Any vector z ∈ R n is a column vector unless otherwise specified, and z t denotes the row transpose of z ∈ R n . A vector z is semi-unisigned vector if either z ≥ 0 or z ≤ 0 and z = 0, and unisigned vector if either z > 0 or z < 0. We simply 
A matrix M is said to be: 
-Generalized Positive Sub-Definite (GPSBD) if there exist two nonnegative diagonal matrices G and H with G + H = I n such that:
where M = −G + MH and we are going to use the same notation in the rest of the paper.
-nondegenerate GPSBD if M is said to be:
• Merely Positive Sub-definite if M is PSBD matrix but not PSD matrix.
• Merely Generalized Positive Sub-definite if M is GPSBD matrix but not PSBD matrix.
• Merely Weak Generalized Positive Sub-definite if M is WGPSBD matrix but not GPSBD matrix.
The following inclusion is quite clear:
Main Results
The following theorem is already proved for P SBD and GP SBD matrices.
Proposition 1 ([5], Proposition 2.2; [2], Proposition 3.2) Suppose M be a Merely PSBD matrix or a nondegenerate Merely GPSBD matrix, then ν − (M+
M t ) = 1.
Proposition 2 Suppose M be a nondegenerate Merely WGPSBD matrix, then
In the same way of PSBD and GPSBD, we can easily verify that the above proposition is also true for nondegenerate Merely WGPSBD matrices. It is enough to find a contradiction for nondegenarecy assumption and it will complete the inclusion relationship among the P SBD matrix classes.
Theorem 3 ([1], Theorem 3.3) PSBD matrices are invariant under principal rearrangement, i.e., if a matrix M is PSBD then for any permutation matrix P , the matrix P MP
t is PSBD.
The above theorem is true for PSBD matrix. For the completeness of derived PSBD matrix classes, our intention is to prove that theorem for GPSBD and WGPSBD matrices.
Theorem 4 GPSBD and WGPSBD matrices are invariant under principal rearrangement.
Proof.
-Let M be a GPSBD matrix and P be any permutation matrix. For any z ∈ R n , let y = P t z. There exist two nonnegative diagonal matrices G and H with G + H = I n and for z ∈ R n such that z t P MP t z = y t My < 0, we have either
Since P is just a permutation matrix then we have
t is a GP SBD matrix. The converse follows from the fact that P t P = I n and M = P t (P MP t )(P t ) t .
-Let M be a WGPSBD and P be any any permutation matrix. For any z ∈ R n , let y = P t z. There exist two nonnegative diagonal matrices G and H with G + H = I n and for z ∈ R n such that z t P MP t z = y t My < 0, we have at most one coordinate of M t z = (−G + HM t )y is different sign. Since P is just a permutation matrix then we have at most one coordinate
It is enough to take G = P GP t and H = P HP t to have G + H = P P t = I n . This implies that at most one coordinate of (−G + H (P M t P t ))z is different sign. It follows that P MP t is a WGPSBD matrix. The converse follows from the fact that
In the following, we focused our work in square matrix M of order(2) and rank(2) which is not P SD: 
Remark:
The above theorem can be generalized easily for matrix of order 3. Proof. Let M be a square matrix of order(2) and rank (2) . From Theorem 2.2 [5] , M is Merely PSBD if and only if
Theorem 6 Let M be a square matrix of order(2) and rank(2) but not P SD, then M and M t both of them are Merely P SBD if and only if one of the following conditions holds
which is equivalent to the following system 
Consequence:
• In the cases b = c = 0 or b + c = 0 the matrix M never be P SBD.
• Following two Corollary are easily derived from the above theorem. Proof.
Corollary 7 Let M be a square matrix of order(2) and rank(2) but not P SD, then M, M t and M + M t are Merely PSBD if and only if one of the following conditions holds
and it is clear that
The condition M is not PSBD means that M is not in any cases of Theorem 6. is excluded because the fact that there is no such z for which we have z t Mz < 0. Neither M nor M t are Merely PSBD, which implies both of
are not unisigned.
Assume that a > 0, d < 0 and because z t Mz < 0, and M is not PSBD then necessarily z 1 z 2 > 0. So, without loss of generality, we take z 1 > 0 and is not z 2 > 0. According to the follows conditions implies az 1 + cz 2 > 0 and cz 1 + dz 2 < 0. Then it is necessary to choose g 1 = 1 and Similar reasoning for the second case.
Consequence:
Since in Theorem 5 we showed that a square matrix of order (2) and rank (2) is always belong to a derived PSBD matrix classes. In Theorem 6 and in Proposition 9 we separated those possible cases when a order(2) and rank(2) matrix is Merely PSBD and nondegenerate Merely GPSBD respectively. Thus the rest of the cases of a square matrix of order(2) and rank (2) are possibly in nondegenerate Merely WGPSBD matrix class.
